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1% Systematic error not shown
Fig. 1. Cross section ratios of p + d over 2(p + p) for Drell-
Yan, J=	 , and  production from FNAL E866. The curves are
the calculated next-to-leading-order cross section ratios for the
Drell-Yan using various parton distribution functions.
mined. The NA51 collaboration at CERN carried out the
rst dedicated dimuon production experiment to study the
avor structure of the nucleon sea [6]. Using a 450 GeV
proton beam, NA51 obtained u=

d = 0:51  0:04(stat) 
0:05(syst) at x = 0:18 and hM

i = 5:22 GeV. This im-
portant result established the asymmetry of the quark sea
at a single value of x. What remained to be done was to
map out the x-dependence of this asymmetry.
At Fermilab, a DY experiment (E866/NuSea) aimed
at a higher statistical accuracy with a much wider kine-
matic coverage than the NA51 experiment has been com-
pleted [7,8,9]. The DY cross section ratio per nucleon for
p + d to that for p + p is shown in Fig. 1. At positive x
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Figure 1 shows that the DY cross section per nucleon for
p + d clearly exceeds p + p, and it indicates an excess of

d with respect to u over an appreciable range in x
2
. In
contrast, the (p + d)=2(p + p) ratios for J=	 and 
production, also shown in Fig. 1, are very close to unity.
This reects the dominance of gluon-gluon fusion process
for quarkonium production and the expectation that the
gluon distributions in the proton and in the neutron are
identical.
The Drell-Yan cross section ratios fromE866 were anal-
ysed to obtain

d   u over the region 0:02 < x < 0:345 as
shown in Fig. 2. The HERMES collaboration has reported
a semi-inclusive DIS measurement of charged pions from
hydrogen and deuterium targets [10]. Based on the dier-
ences between charged-pion yields from the two targets,












. The HERMES re-























Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured








to predictions of several models of the nucleon sea.
The solid and short-dashed curves show pion-cloud calcula-
tions [8,14]. The dotted curve is a chiral quark model calcu-
lation [15], while the dot-dash curve shows the chiral quark-
soliton calculation [16]. The long-dash curve shows the instan-
ton model prediction [17].





















NMC/DIS 4.0 0:147  0:039
HERMES/SIDIS 2.3 0:16  0:03
FNAL E866/DY 54.0 0:118  0:012
signicantly higher Q
2







d(x)  u(x)]dx determined from the NMC,
HERMES, and FNAL E866 experiments. The agreement
among these results, obtained using dierent techniques
including DIS, semi-inclusive DIS, and Drell-Yan, is quite
good.
Many theoretical models, including meson cloud model,
chiral-quarkmodel, Pauli-blockingmodel, instanton model,
chiral-quark soliton model, and statistical model, have
been proposed to explain the

d=u asymmetry. For de-
tails of these various models, we refer to several recent
review articles [11,12,13]. As shown in Fig. 2, these mod-
els can describe the

d   u data very well. However, they
all have diÆculties explaining the

d=u data at large x
(x > 0:2) [18]. Thus, it would be very important to ex-
tend the DY measurements to larger x
2
regimes. The new
120 GeV Fermilab Main Injector (FMI) and the proposed
50 GeV Japanese Hadron Facility [19] (JHF) present op-
portunities for extending the

d=umeasurement to larger x
(0:25 < x < 0:7). Figure 3 shows the expected statistical
accuracy for (p+d)=2(p+p) at JHF [20] compared with
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Fig. 3. Projected statistical accuracy for (p+d)=2(p+p) in
a 100-day run at JHF [20]. The E866 data and the projected
sensitivity for a proposed measurement [21] at the 120 GeV
Fermilab Main-Injector are also shown.
the data from E866 and a proposed measurement [21] us-
ing the 120 GeV proton beam at the FMI. A denitive
measurement of the

d=u over the region 0:25 < x < 0:7
could indeed be obtained at FMI and JHF.
To disentangle the

d=u asymmetry from the possible
charge-symmetry violation eect [22,23], one could con-
sider W boson production in p+ p collision at RHIC. An
interesting quantity to be measured is the ratio of the
p+ p!W
+
+ x and p+ p!W
 
+ x cross sections [24].
It can be shown that this ratio is very sensitive to

d=u. An
important feature of theW production asymmetry in p+p
collision is that it is completely free from the assumption
of charge symmetry. Figure 4 shows the predictions for
p+ p collision at
p






while the solid and dotted curves are for the

d=u asymmet-
ric structure function MRST and MRS(R2), respectively.
Figure 4 clearly shows that W asymmetry measurements
at RHIC could provide an independent determination of

d=u.
Models in which virtual mesons are admitted as de-
grees of freedom have implications that extend beyond
the

d; u avor asymmetry addressed above. They create
hidden strangeness in the nucleon via such virtual pro-
cesses as p !  +K
+
;  +K, etc. Such processes are of
considerable interest as they imply dierent s and s par-
ton distributions in the nucleon, a feature not found in
gluonic production of ss pairs. This subject has received
a fair amount of attention in the literature [25,26,27] but
experiments have yet to clearly identify such a dierence.
Thus in contrast to the

d; u avor asymmetry, to date


















σ(p+p → W+ X)/σ(p+p → W- X)
s
1/2




Fig. 4. Predictions of (p+ p! W
+







s= 500 GeV. The dashed curve corresponds
to the

d=u symmetric MRS S0
0
structure functions, while the
solid and dotted curves are for the

d=u asymmetric structure
function MRST and MRS(R2), respectively.
tions to the nucleon from virtual meson-baryon states [28,
29,30].
A dierence between the s and s distribution can be
made manifest by direct measurement of the s and s par-
ton distribution functions in DIS neutrino scattering, or
in the measurement of the q
2






)) to the proton charge form
factor. Measurement of these form factors allows extrac-
tion of the strangeness contribution to the nucleon's charge
and magnetic moment and axial form factors. The por-





) due to strangeness
clearly is zero at q
2
= 0, but if the s and s distributions
are dierent the form factor becomes non-zero at nite q
2
.
These \strange" form factors can be measured in neutrino
elastic scattering [31] from the nucleon, or by selecting
the parity-violating component of electron-nucleon elas-
tic scattering, as is now being done at the Bates [32] and
Jeerson Laboratories [33].
3 Flavor structure of polarized nucleon sea
The avor structure and the spin structure of the nu-
cleon sea are closely connected. Many theoretical mod-
els originally proposed to explain the

d=u avor asymme-
try also have specic implications for the spin structure
of the nucleon sea. In the meson-cloud model, for exam-
ple, a quark would undergo a spin ip upon an emission























, etc.). The antiquarks (u;

d; s)
are unpolarized (u = 

d = s = 0) since they reside
in spin-0 mesons. The strange quarks (s), on the other
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hand, would have a negative polarization since the up va-







process would lead to an excess of s
#
.
By considering a vector meson () cloud, non-zero u;

d sea
quark polarizations with 

d u > 0 were predicted [34,
35,36,37].














) sea quarks. Since the polarization of
the u(d) valence quarks are positive (negative), this model
predicts a positive (negative) polarization for the u(

d) sea
(u > 0 > 

d).
In the instanton model [17], the quark sea can re-
sult from a scattering of a valence quark o a nonper-
turbative vacuum uctuation of the gluon eld, instan-
ton. The interaction induced by an instanton is given by


















, etc. Since the a-
vor of the quark-antiquark produced in this process is dif-
ferent from the avor of the initial valence quark, this
model readily explains

d > u. Furthermore, the correla-
tion between the sea quark helicity and the valence quark







) naturally predicts a positively (negatively) po-
larized u(

d) sea. In particular, this model predicts [39] a
large u;


















In the chiral-quark soliton model [40,41], the large N
c
limit of QCD becomes an eective theory of mesons with
the baryons appearing as solitons. Quarks are described
by single particle wave functions which are solutions of the
Dirac equation in the eld of the background pions. In this
model, the polarized isovector distributionsu(x) 

d(x)
appears in leading-order (N
2
c
) in a 1=N
c
expansion, while
the unpolarized isovector distributions u(x)  

d(x) ap-
pear in next-to-leading order (N
c
). Therefore, this model






In the statistical approach, the nucleon is treated as
a collection of massless quarks, antiquarks, and gluons
in thermal equilibrium within a nite size volume. The
momentum distributions for quarks and antiquarks follow
a Fermi-Dirac distributions function characterized by a
common temperature and a chemical potential  which











Eq. 3, together with the constraints of the valence quark
sum rules and inputs from polarized DIS experiments, can
readily lead to the prediction that










d(x), are listed in Table 2. While
the meson cloud model gives small negative values for I

,
all other models predict a positive I

with a magnitude
comparable or greater than the corresponding integral for






d(x)   u(x)]dx ' 0:12).
Several meson-cloud calculations for the direct contribu-
tion of  meson cloud are in good agreement. However,













Meson cloud 0 [42,43]
(-meson)
Meson cloud '  0:0007 to  0:027 [34]
(-meson)







(   interf.) '  0:7
Meson cloud '  0:004 to  0:033 [36]
( and     interf.)
Meson cloud < 0 [37]
(-meson)
Meson cloud ' 0:12 [44]
(   interf.)
Pauli-blocking ' 0:09 [36]
(bag-model)
















































the large   interference eect reported in [35] was not
conrmed in a more recent study [36]. It is worth noting
that a recent work [44] on     interference predicts a
large eect on 

d u, and with a sign opposite to other
meson cloud model calculations.
If the avor asymmetry of the polarized sea is indeed
as large as the predictions of many models shown in Table











(x)]dx, comes from the avor asymme-
try of polarized nucleon sea.
Measurements of u(x) and 

d(x) are clearly of great
current interest. The HERMES collaboration has reported
their preliminary results on the extraction of u(x) and


d(x) using polarized semi-inclusive DIS data [51]. A global









has been carried out for longitudinally polarized hy-
drogen and deuterium targets. As a result, u(x), d(x),
u(x), 

d(x), s(x)(= s(x)) polarized quark densities





very interesting preliminary results showed that s has a
trend of being positive, in disagreement with the predic-
tions of theoretical models which attributed the violation
of Ellis-Jae sum rule to a large negative polarization of
the strange sea. Furthermore, the preliminary HERMES
result does not support the prediction of a large positive
u   

d. Although the statistics are still limited, the
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are all consistent with being zero.
Another promising technique for measuring sea-quark
polarization isW -boson production[52] at RHIC. The lon-
gitudinal single-spin asymmetry for W production in po-
larized p + p ! W





















at suitable kinematic regions. Therefore, A
L
gives a di-
rect measure of sea-quark polarization. The RHIC W -
production and the HERMES SIDIS measurements are
clearly complementary tools for determining polarized sea
quark distributions.
4 Conclusion
The avor asymmetry of the nucleon sea has been clearly
established by recent DIS and Drell-Yan experiments. The
x dependence of

d=u indicates that a

d; u symmetric sea
dominates at small (x < 0:05) and large x (x > 0:3).
But for 0:1 < x < 0:2 a large and signicant avor non-
symmetric contribution determines the sea distributions.
The surprisingly large asymmetry between u and

d is un-
explained by perturbative QCD, and it strongly suggests
the presence of virtual isovector mesons, mostly pions, in
the nucleon sea. Additional clues on the origins of the a-
vor asymmetry will come from future studies including:
{ Measurements of

d=u for x > 0:25.
{ Mesurements of u and 

d using semi-inclusive DIS,
and W production in polarized p-p collision.
{ Direct measurement of the meson cloud in DIS ex-
periments tagging on forward-going nucleons. Inter-
esting rst measurements were performed recently at
HERA [53].
{ More precise measurements on the s versus s distribu-
tions in the nucleon.
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